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SELECT FROM OVER 30 COLOURS AND FABRIC CHOICES INCLUDING POLYURETHANE (PU), VINYL (PVC) AND GENUINE ITALIAN LEATHER:

Stationary One
Custom made to your height preference, the Stationary One features Dunlop triple-layered cushioning 
for superior comfort. Ideally suited for acupuncture, massage professionals and sports teams. This extra 
heavy-duty stationary table is load rated to 400kg.

“The table is perfect and I am really happy 
with the quality, material and colour. Your 
company made the whole process incredibly 
simple and efficient and delivered on time.”

CAROLYN AUSTIN



HEAVY-DUTY DESIGN

The Athlegen Stationary’s sturdy structure and 
design makes it ideal for heavy-duty use. It is the 
table of choice for numerous Australian professional 
sports clubs and stadiums.

FOAM OPTIONS

Choose between five Dunlop® cushioning systems 
ranging from Ultra Firm to luxurious Viscoflex® 
slow release memory foam. We have the right foam 
system to suit your modality.

PRODUCT INFORMATION

KEY OPTIONS

STANDARD OPTIONAL

DUNLOP CUSHIONING 55mm, medium finish Enduro (70mm, firm finish)

Luxura (80mm, luxurious finish)

Firm (50mm, firm finish)

Ultra Firm (50mm, very firm finish)

FACE HOLE No face hole In one end

FACE HOLE PLUG No face hole plug Optional

TABLE WIDTH 610mm 660mm 710mm 760mm 810mm

TABLE HEIGHT 760mm 560, 580, 600, 620, 640, 660, 680, 700, 
720, 740, 760, 780 or 800mm

KEY SPECIFICATIONS

FRAME SYSTEM Australian powder-coated steel frame

HEIGHT RANGE Fixed height between 560 and 800mm

ADJUSTMENTS N/A

TABLE WEIGHT 65kg

TOP DIMENSIONS 1860 x 610mm

SAFE WORKING LOAD 400kg

SHIPPING 1930 x 740 x 460mm
80kg

WARRANTY Structural: 15 years
Hardware: 5 years
Upholstery: To arrive in perfect condition

FACE HOLE OPTIONS

Order with or without a face hole. Order a face hole 
plug to help move patients quickly between prone 
and supine positions – no need to rotate the patient 
to the other end of the table to avoid the face hole.

CUSTOM HEIGHT

Select a table height to suit the way you work. 
Standard height options are in 20mm increments 
between 560mm and 800mm. For examinations 
and first aid, 760mm is a popular table height. Other 
custom heights available by request.

STURDY FRAME

Made in Australia by Athlegen, our sturdy design 
is built to last even in the busiest practice. The 
Athlegen Stationary tables have a 400kg safe 
working load.

TABLE WIDTH

Select from five table widths to suit your modality. 
Custom width tabletops are also available at an 
additional cost.
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